Staff Primary School Pupils on Excursion

The Management of FUTA Staff Primary School has organized an excursion for pupils in primary six to familiarize them with places within and outside the University. This is done to prepare the pupils for post primary life that will enable them compete favourably with their contemporaries in the outside world.

At the Computer Resource Centre, the pupils were shown the internal workings of the Centre and the configuration of internet facilities. At the University Library, they were shown the major sections of a typical Library. The pupils also visited Arakeji Prayer Ground and Joseph Ayo Babalola University, Ikeji Arakeji, alongside Erin Ijesa Water Falls, all in Osun State.

The pupils were also at FUTA Table Water factory where they were conducted round and shown the production processes of bottle and sachet water as well as the equipment used in processing the products from raw materials to finished products.

At the University Wild Life (Zoo), officials took the pupils round to see animals like the Ostrich, Monkeys, Grass Cutter, Antelope and Crown-Crane. They were also at the museum where they saw embalmed animals and other antiquities.